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Fit as a fiddle
Telephone service must be kept fit as a fiddle 365 days a year. Thanks
to a continuous program of maintenance and replacement, Bell System
plant is today more efficient than ever. Constantly improved operating
methods provide the swiftest, surest service on record. Plans devised by
telephone men fit the service more and more exactly to subscribers' needs.
The result of all this is: the telephone gives you a lot for a little money.

BELL SYSTEM

SAY "HELLO" TO MOTHER AND DAD
-RATES ARE LOWER AFTER 8:30 P. M.

Surveying
This
Issue

THE
ROSE TECHNIC

N excellent view of men at
work on the construction of
a modern skyscraper is afforded
by the frontispiece. The skyscraper is one of the indications
of the progress which has been
made in building and architecture.
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with the developments
ALONG
in other fields of engineerthe developments in the

ing come
construction of highways and the
control of traffic. Our associate
editor, Mr. Hess, has written an
article describing some of the
recent changes which have been
made recently in these fields of
engineering.

THERE have been numerous de1 velopments in; the electrical
industry in the past few years.
Mr. Tucker has written an interesting article describing some
changes which have been made
in this industry recently.
S engineering students all of
A
us should be interested in
A
There is

Century of Progress.
much of value to be derived from
the exposition which perhaps we
do not realize at this time. Mr.
Toner has written an account of
the exposition which should be of
especial interest to students of
engineering.
THE number of electrical house1 hold appliances which have
appeared in the past few years is
amazing, and today electricity
performs many other tasks besides that of lighting the home.
In an article entitled "The Electrical Household," Mr. Mansur
describes a few of the more recently developed household appliances.
J. J. H.
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Recent Innovations

In Highway Construction
And Traffic Control
•
MONG the many services
of A Century of Progress
is the creation of "highway consciousness"among
the people. The motorist on his
way to the Fair could not help having his attention attracted to the
many improvements in highway
design and traffic control as exemplified by the large through
highways leading into Chicago.
The average tourist wai somewhat bewildered by the sign
"Left-hand Traffic Turn Right,"
but soon learned that by turning
right he made a 270-degree turn,
passed under an overhead, and
was on his way going left from
his original position. He had just
been shown the advantages of
this so-called "clover-leaf" intersection. He was still more startled
by a sign telling him to go
through a red traffic light. By
the time such a motorist arrived
in Chicago he was willing to obey
the order of Michigan Boulevard
police and turn left on the red
light and turn right anytime.

A

By Arthur W. Hess, c., '35

•

sections 9f high speed, highways
with heavy traffic where a left
When Caesar took a westward ride
hand turn is practically impossiAnd grabbed the Gauls for Rome,
ble or, at best, a very hazardous
What was the first thing that he
undertaking. The biggest addid
To make them feel at home?
vantage of this intersection is
Did he increase the people's loads,
that it effectively reduces the acAnd liberty forbid?
cident hazard of the ordinary
No! he dug in and built good
roads—
direct left-hand turn without reThat's what old Caesar did.
ducing
the speed of through
He built good roads from hill to
traffic. All turns are made from
hill,
Good roads from vale to vale,
the right hand lane so that it is
He ran a good-roads movement
never necessary to cut through
Till Rome got all the kale;
approaching traffic. Right turns
He told the folks to buy a home,
Built roads their ruts to rid,
follow sweeping long radius
Until all the roads led up to Rome-which allow sustained
curves
That's what old Caesar did.
speed. (See Fig. 1). Left turns
If any town would make itself
The center of the map,
also keep to the right and follow
Where folks will come and settle
short radius 270-degree loops as
down
shown in the figure. Through
And live in plenty's lap ;
If any town its own abodes
traffic continues either over or
Of poverty would rid,
under the overhead at the interLet it go out and build good roads—
section without loss of speed. As
Just as old Caesar did.
well as being a very- practical
—From Kansas City Journal-Post.
piece of highway construction
this "clover-leaf" also lends itself
"Clover-Leaf" Intersection
to the recent tendency towards
The "clover-leaf" intersection the beautifying of the highways
is particularly adaptable to inter- since it can be so readily land"THAT'S WHAT CAESAR DID"
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the construction of
a "braided" crossing
which sorts out at
least some 20 per
cent of its traffic
without undue delays to fast traffic
and with the most
practical minimum
of hazard.
For several years
construction work
between the two
towns has been under way through
various projects so
that now the newly
completed route is
about four miles
shorter than it was
before the work was
started on about 30
per cent of its original distance and is
one of the contributing factors to thei
successful building
of this high speed
road. Although all towns and
settlements have been avoided
purposely in the carrying out of
this work, there are roads which
make the new highway easily
available to all communities near
it.
Curvature, a cause for many
highway accidents, has been radically handled in this new highway. The number of curves was
reduced over 90 per cent. In addition, instead of being short
radius curves or reversing turns,
the new curves are long and
sweeping, with heavy supereleva-

Through Traffic
Hight Turns
Lef t Turns

Clover-Leaf Intersection

scaped without danger of interfering with vision. A very good
example of this type of intersection is located at the south entrance of A Century of Progress.

Curves
A few years ago a minimum
curve radius was 300-feet but today the absolute minimum on all
roads carrying more than 750
vehicles a day (practically all
paved roads) is 1150 feet with a
desirable minimum of approximately 2300 feet. On a curve of
this radius the superelevation for
speeds of 50 miles per hour is
very slight and can be carried
into tangent section eliminating
the disturbing change f r om
curved to straight strike-off template. This increases riding comfort as well as the safe speed
limit.

tions to care for high speeds. All
of the railroad grade crossings
have been eliminated.
This "braided" crossing has
been constructed to care for taking northbound and southbound
traffic through this district with
the least possible chance of traffic
jams arising from traffic slowing
up for diversion to surrounding
communities. It is expected that
fully 80 per cent of the traffic will
continue, as it goes in a northward direction, on to the bridge
over the railroad tracks and Richardson Bay. The one bridge
spans both the tracks and the
bay.
The remainder of the traffic
will swing off to the right, passing under the highway bridge
and connecting beyond with the
former road which was in use before this improvement was completed. Southbound trafficswerves
to the right upon approaching the
"braided" crossing and follows
its own traffic line so that there
is no interference with northbound traffic which desires to
make the turn to the left and at
the same time does not interfere
with the smooth flow of traffic
to the bridge structure bound
across Richardson Bay.
Through the use of this interesting structure, all traffic leaves
or enters the highway on the
right side and goes in the same
direction as the line of traffic it
is leaving or entering. One can
obtain an idea of the importance
of the structure as a safety de(Continued on Page 25)

Braided Crossings
An interesting solution to the
problem of increased safety on
express highways has been
achieved by the California State
Highway Department in some recent highway construction completed between Sausalito and San
Rafael, north of San Francisco.
This has been accomplished by
Pa g e 6

Courtesy The Highway Magazine

Birds eye view showing how "braided" crossing sorts out fast-moving traffic.
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Some Modern Developments

In The Electrical Industry
By Maurice Tucker, e., '34
In the past few years exceptional emphasis has been placed
upon the improvement of equipment for the modernization of industrial plants in such a way as
to give them a definite advantage in future competitive markets.
These improvements have included motors specially designed
so as to be completely inclosed.
In plants where the motors are
necessarily subjected to an atmosphere containing weak acids,
moisture, or dust, possibly all
three, this type of motor has obvious advantages, such as increased life, efficiency, reliability,
and adaptability. Another development has been that of utilizing
planetary-gear speed reducers for
speed variation of motors. The
motors used are normal-speed
motors (single or polyphase and
direct-current) in combination
with built-in speed reducers.
Single and compound reduction
gears are used to obtain almost
any speed, ranging (for an 1800
r.p.m. motor) from 600 to 13
r.p.m.

A modern broadcasting station
a feat of electrical engineering.
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The average person on hearing
of vacuum tube applications is
prone to think of radio. However,
vacuum tubes, which include both
thermionic tubes and photo-electric cells, are being used for many
other purposes, a very important
one of which is electronic control.
Electronic control involves the
use of three different types of
tube: the ordinary amplifying or
detector tube, the grid-glow tube,
and the photo-electric cell. These
tubes have been used to supplant
the human senses of hearing,
feeling, and seeing, respectively,
which, without going into technical details, describes their various applications. Not only are
these tubes sensitive (an electronic tube is capable of detecting
Airport beacon
a current of 10-'7 amperes) but
they have also the necessary
In power plants "flashovers"
characteristics of stability and (arcs) in high voltage systems
reliability.
interrupt service and injure apparatus. Photo-cells, placed at
Photo-Electric Cell
points where these "flashovers"
are
likely to occure, automatically
A very interesting application
off the power source at the
cut
of electronic control to the oper"flashovers" develop. The
instant
ation of the boiler room makes
use of a photo-electric cell. Photo- light caused by the "flashovers"
electric cells operate as follows: operates the cell, which, through
light falling on the negative elec- a train of relays, opens circuit
trode causes the tube to complete breakers to prevent further daman electric circuit, in which the age. These instances are only a
current is proportional to the in- few of the many ingenious applitensity of the light. The photo- cations of the vacuum tube which
cell, which is placed at one side have been made.
Possibly one of the most imof the stack, intercepts a beam
of light from the transverse side. portant developments in the elecThe intensity of the smoke pass- trical power industry is that of
ing between, which depends upon the Emmet mercury-steam systhe amount of unburned carbon, tem. As originally installed in the
varies the intensity of the light. plant of the Hartford Electric
This, in turn, causes variations Light Company, mercury vapor,
in the circuit current. These at a pressure of about 70 lbs. per
variations are recorded on a sq. inch and 884° F was utilized
meter (properly calibrated) in a turbine where the vapor explaced in the boiler room, so that panded to a vacuum of 28 inches,
the fireman may adjust his draft corresponding to a temperature
accordingly, and thus secure effi- of 458° F. The latent heat of the
cient combustion.
(Continued on Page 26)
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A Century of Progress
Richard K. Toner, ch. e., '34
Century of Progress Exposition is rapidly drawing to a close. Therefore
it is appropriate to look
back upon it and consider its
value to the visitors, its importance as a record of achievement,
the correctness of certain impressions which it lends to visitors,
and its forecast of the future.
No record of the exposition
would be complete unless it embodied a glimpse of the organization behind the scenes. The purpose motivating the organizers of
the exposition was to give testimonial to and a record
of the first century of
Chicago's corporate existence. Unlike fairs and
expositions of the past,
A Century of Progress
was privately organized,
managed, and financed.
Ten million dollars of
bonds wpre issued by the
management which were
guaranteed by publicspirited citizens, and as
a result the taxpayer was
not burdened in any way.
In fact, except for the
grant of land, the exposition received no aid
from the city, state, or federal
government. This grant of land
will be returned to the city of Chicago much more beautiful and
useful than it was before.
Although all the architects, engineers, workers and others deserve commendation for the
splendid way in which they
worked to achieve their goal, yet
Rufus C. Dawes, president of the
exposition, must be specially mentioned. It may be truthfully said
of him that he has done most of
the work from all angles. To quote
Time magazine, "As they look
over the multicolored Fair buildings and up at the Sky Ride's
soaring towers, Chicagoans know
that they really are monuments to
Brother Rufus, the quiet member
of the Dawes quartet."

A
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Since it was the purpose of the
exposition to present a story of
man's advancement during a century, it was distinctly inappropriate to house the exhibits in buildings erected according to classical
motives. Thus the architects
were given the opportunity to
create the most advanced style
of architecture possible. According to Harvey Wiley Corbett,
chairman of the architectural
commission, "None of the oldfashioned, established principles
of composition was applicable to
the exposition plan. Color, brilli-

at A Century of Progress was to
secure unification of the entire
exposition. Color, therefore, became a positive force and not
merely a trimming. What some
people do not know is that all the
buildings were completed before
a bit of color was applied, indeed
before the color plan was even
laid out. The choice of color was
never an arbitrary one. All the
laws which govern the use of
color were adhered to exactly in
order that the results desired
might be achieved. Those who
have seen the finished produc.
realize how splendidly
the objective has been
reached. The use of gaseous tube lighting enabled the use of color to
be carried on as well at
night as in day.
Those who insist that
the type of building used
at the Chicago exposition
is absolutely unfitted for
use any other place are
missing a vital point. In
designing the buildings
the architects did not
Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
have in mind the office
the school, the
building,
night.
at
East view of the Hall of Science
factory and the like of
They were inantly handled, was the logical the future.
substitute. The Fair stands as a terested exclusively in erecting
symbol of the architecture of the exhibition buildings. Paul Philipfuture—the icons of the past cast pe Crest architect of the Hall of
aside, the ingenuity of the de- Science, has this to say, "The
signers of the present thrown on architecture of a World's Fair is
their own, resources to meet the primarily a stage setting. Built
problems of the day—strengthen- for a few months, it ought not to
ed only by the background of attempt, with plaster cardboard,
scientific engineering and inven- an imitation of permanent buildings, but should accept with good
tive genius."
grace to be a mid-summer night
Color A Positive Force
dream, or nightmare. A World's
Fair building, whatever the talis
use
color
of
the
A study of
of its architect, cannot hope
ent
is
it
too
but
one,
engrossing
an
detailed to go into here. The to be one of the milestones of
reader will recall that in almost architecture." The importance of
every instance where color is the architecture lies not in its
used, it is employed primarily for permanence but rather in its indecorative purposes. As such it fluence on the future. Of this inoccupies a subservient position. fluence Architect Ely Jacques
The objective in the use of color Kahn says,"The influence as I see
The Rose Technic

it—is that there is little of sham,
either in construction or actual
design. We are apparently not
being directed towards new ornamental forms, fortunately for us
if such elements have to be imported or forged. The weakness
that is displayed is that a good
modern design, by its very simplicity, demands a sense of proportion and value that shows up
a poor designer."
All architects do not agree with
these opinions, however. In order
to be fair in our final judgment
we must listen to these men. For
example the opinion of Ralph
Adams Cram is, "—this architecture--seems to me a casual association of the gasometer, the
freight yard and the grain elevator—so I maintain the present
showing is one of incorrigible
ugliness—I look on the architecture of the Century of Progress
as a definite retrogression." This
same viewpoint is expressed by
Frank Lloyd Wright: "To me the
whole performance is petty, strident, and base. Great repose, belonging by nature to the spontaneous, genuine
originality
which almost all of the superficial
forms helplessly or craftily resemble, are nowhere."
As may be imagined the lqv
critics are no less diverse in their
expressions. Nevertheless, it is
the writer's belief that most people will agree with the authority
who said, "If any one doubts that
this work will not have a great
influence on American architec-

Looking

ture of the immediate
future, he must question the shrewd judgment of the average
citizen." As such a person the writer wishes
to say that he believes
the influence will be a
healthy one.
There may be some
criticism of devoting so
much space to the purely architectural side of
the exposition, yet the
permanent effect upon
the future and the
clearest memories of
the exposition will not
be of the exhibits but
rather of the buildings.
Inasmuch as the writer
makes no pretense of
being a judge of architecture, he has quoted
the opinions and views
of noted professional
men who are qualified
to speak.
Probably the most outstanding
building is the Hall of Science. In
it is expressed the central theme
of the exposition, and around it
the fair revolves. The exhibits
contained within are of a great
variety, but the theme of pure
science is dominant. Mathematics,
chemistry, and physics as the
foundation of all science are
vividly portrayed. The tempo of
1933, action, is in evidence. The
observer is not merely told of the
various chemical reactions, he
actually sees them take place. The
miracles of physics a r e e xplained by actual experiment.
An outstanding
feature of nearly all the exhibits is that the
lectures are
"canned," that
is, a type of repeating record
is run continuously, explaining
over and over
the features of
a particular exhibit.
Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
Within the
east across the Lagoon.
Hall of Science
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Hall of Science

may also be found the medical,
dental, and biological exhibits. Inasmuch as these are nearer the
pure science stage (as contrasted
with applied science) they are appropriately placed here. One need
not infer, ho wever, that there
are no industrial exhibits at all
displayed. There are, for example,
operating models of flotation
units, phosphoric acid plants, oil
refineries, and the like. But within the walls of the Hall of S2ience
is found the germ of progress—
pure science.
Branching out from here across
the Lagoon is the electrical group,
using the latest marvels of electrical science as a background for
advertising. Proceding southward
to the Firestone, General Motors,
Crystal, Travel and Transport
buildings we find complete units
showing industrial art at its best.
for although the central purpose
is advertising, yet the sponsors
have bent every effort to show
accurately how their product is
prepared.
We may disregard the midway
as an integral part of the fair,
for although it contributes much
to the carnival atmosphere, progress does not depend upon the
(Continued on Page 20)
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Militaristic Pacificism
WO items, widely different
yet closely allied, came to
the writer's attention recently. The first was a copy
of the book "The First Vvrorld
War—A Photographic History,"
the second a sketch of The Roerich Pact and Banner of Peace.
Briefly, the plan for the Roerich
Pact and Banner of Peace provides that "educational, artistic
and scientific institutions, artistic
and scientific missions, the personnel, property and collections
of such institutions and missions
shall be deemed neutral and as
such shall be protected and respected by belligerents. Protection and respect shall be due to
the aforesaid institutions and
missions, in all places, subject to
the sovereignty of the high contracting parties, without any discrimination as to the State allegiance of any particular institution or mission."
The thought behind this pact
must certainly be heartily endorsed, but although it gives as
a precedent in feasibility the Red
Cross, there is much doubt as to
just how successful it would ultimately become. Men at war often
forget treaties and pacts. Such a
pact might be used to advantage
for the hiding of munitions in

T
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protected building—until the first
instance was discovered by the
enemy. Although the enemy
might not wantonly destroy such
property, it is quite probable
that, should this property stand
in the way of a victory, the pact
would be violated without further
thought. It is quite possible, however, that many good results
might be obtained by this system.
From the reading of the article
it is evident that this organization considers future wars not
only possible but probable. And
that is where "The First World
War" enters this discussion. On
turning the pages of the book
one is struck by the terrible destruction which this organization
is trying to prevent from recurring. But what is a thousandfold
more striking is the terrific destruction of human life and human happiness. Page after page
is used in graphically portraying
this message, a message of history and not of propaganda.
Finally, the reader comes to the
pages dealing with the armistice
and the dawnings of a new era—
an epoch of world peace for which
millions of men were sacrificed.
But wait! There is yet • another
page. This page is entitled simply
"1933" and contains photographs

of Hitler, Mussulini, Stalin, and
Kemal Pasha reviewing their
troops.
In the United States we find
much criticism heaped upon those
who still believe in world peace.
It has been reported that officials
threatened to prosecute a college
president because he used his influence to discourage military
training through the R.O.T.C.
The governments of the world
prepare beautifully written statements about their attitude toward
world peace. But the governments of the world are preparing
for and expecting Another conflict. No wonder the author called
his book "The First World War."
Welcome
The Rose Technic greets Rose
students for the first time this
year with this, the October issue.
As always, its pages are open to
the student writer and his articles
and comments are welcome. This
statement applies equally well to
the editorial page. What oppears
upon this page is intended as a reflection of student opinion. Rose
students (or professors) may not
agree with the statements and
ideas as they are presented here.
The writer cordially invites you
to send in your comments, criticisms, and suggestions. If you
want four contribution printed,
please sign your name to it.
The Rose Technic

To The Freshmen
The class of 1937 comes to
Rose with a splendid record of
achievement in high school. All
conditions seem to point to success for its members. One need
only look into the records at Rose,
however, to see that some of the
most successful high school students have been complete failures
at Rose, either in their scholastic
work or their extra-curricular
life.
This can often be attributed to
a condition commonly known as
cockiness. The high school senior,
especially if he has been a great
scholastic success or a hero of one
sort or another, sometimes tries
to impress the college man with
his importance. He feels that he
does not have to study. Traditions
were not made for him. Rules
can be violated because he is an
exception. In short, he does not
feel inclined to subject himself
to conditions as they exist. He
retains the attitude of a high
school senior.
But it happens that he is only
a college freshman, and he has
yet to prove his worth to his
classmates and superiors. The
wise freshman will be glad to do
as he is told. He will realize that
much of his future success depends on the start he makes. The
upperclassmen are the ones that
are determining his future to a
large extent. They decide whether
or not he is fraternity material,
whether he is worthy of a club
office, and the like.
Furthermore, the freshman
should realize that all the various
traditions are an integral part
of college life, and if they go,
much of the school and class spirit is lost also. He should respect
these traditions- and assist in upholding them on all occasions.
The Student Council will soon
set certain restrictions upon the
freshmen. When these are announced, the members of the class
of '37 can show whether they
wish to be classed as college or
high school calibre.

quite clearly. The most successful
of the famous Rose Shows is the
subject of this memory.
According to custom, the spring
of 1934 should see the completion
of the fourth Rose Show. This
publication goes on record as
heartily approving favorable action on the part of the Faculty.
The principal objections that
can be offered against having a
show this year are two: possible
financial failure, and interference
with class work. When it is recalled that even with the depression to contend against, the last
Rose show entertained more people than any previous show, there
is little reason to believe that another of that same merit will not
be equally as well received. It is
also well to remember that the
Rose Show has never scught to
make money.
Almost every cne will admit
that a great deal of work is involved. Some time usually devoted
to class work will have to be
sacrificed. However, from the
student point of view this work
is likely to be looked upon as a
sort of recreation rather than
otherwise, because it offers a relief from the monotonous routine
of ordinary class work. Besides,
the individual responsibility and
training involved in setting up
and presenting an exhibit is of a
great value to the engineering
student,
It is believed that the
The Rose Show
value of this type of work will
Today's juniors and seniors re- more than offset any harm that
member three days in April 1932 might come from a little less
October, 1 9 3 3

classroom work. Most professors
can probably arrange their
courses so that no essential work
is lost at all.
It seems, therefore, that any
objections to another show can be
overthrown. As soon as the faculty sets the date for the fourth
Rose Show, it is up to every student to get to work without delay
and do his part to make this the
best show ever.

Obligations
Clubs and other organizations
at Rose are beginriing to get
under way. If one would examine
the membership of these organizations a fact not known to
all would be revealed. A comparative few take their work
really seriously and devote much
time and energy to making their
particular organization stand out.
These men are usually the officers.
Then comes a group which is
fairly dependable. These men
make up the main body of the
organization. The final group
consists of those who insist on
having the privileges of the
group without trying to make
themselves worthy of them.
Being a man entails obligations
to one's self. It means developing
in himself the capacity to enjoy
himself whether he is with a
crowd or by himself.
It is unfortunate that too many
of us do not recognize our obligations, or if we do recognize
them we fail to fulfil them.
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Alumni
Jay F. Hall, e. '35

Here and There With
The Grads
Maurice C. Rypinski is
now living in his new
home at 1000 Prospect
Boulevard, Pasadena, California.
Henry M. Shaw with
the Hanovia Chemical
Manufacturing
and
Company, has been transferred
to Newark, New Jersey.
Vere S. Calvin is now
with the State Highway Commission with
headquarters at Crawfordsville,
Ind., and E. Wayne Watkins, '26
is working under him.
Goldsborough Robinson announces that he
has withdrawn from
the firm of Humphrey, Robinson
and Company to engage in the
general practice of public accounting and industrial engineering under the name and style of
Goldsborough Robinson, Accountant and Engineer. He is located
in the Starks Building, Louisville,
Kentucky.
Russell J. Snyder has
been transferred to
Louisville, Kentucky.
His address is 940 Starks Building.
Robert A. Wolf is now
with the Continental
Steel Corporation at
Kokomo, Indiana.
Charles C. Withrow is
now working in the U.
S. Engineer's Office,
Custom House at St. Louis, Mo.
Donovan L. Jenkins is Manager
of the Northern Indiana Public
Service Company at Crown Point,
Indiana.
Baldwin G. Witty is
now living at home,
206 East Ridge St.,
Brazil, Indiana.

'97
'10
'14

'18

'23

'24
'25

'26
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William Arthur Harris
was married, last April
to Miss Clarissa Van
Camp. The marriage took place
in New York City.
John I. Mendenhall
was married last April
to Miss Martha G. Gill
of Wilmington, Delaware.
Jack A. Derry was
transferred by the
Pennsylvania Railroad
Company last February from
New York to Philadelphia and
was later laid off. On September
he was taken back by the Company.
Ralph C. Bailey who is
now working with the
Ohio Bell Telephone
Company at Youngstown, Ohio,
was married in July to Miss
Geraldine Jerrell of Cleveland, O.
3
0 Paul H. Baker has been
recalled to his job with
the Ohio Oil Company
at 1VIarshall, Illinois.
John F. Richardson,
who was working with
Willard Storage Battery Company, has obtained a better position with the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company
of Cleveland, Ohio.

'27
,28

'29

,29

'31

Charles E. White is now Junior
Engineer with the Public Service
Company of Indiana, at Terre
Haute.
John D. Anthony now has a
position in the Electrical Department of the Carbide and Carbon Company at Charleston, West
Virginia.
Stanley Davis has taken a position with General Electric Company at Schenectady, New York.
Clifton A. Pratt is second Lieutenant at the
C. C. Camp at Richardson, Kentucky. He was married during the summer to Miss
Margaret Houston of Terre
Haute.
Harry F. Netzhammer
was married Sept. 30,
1933, to Miss Margaret
Dickerson. They are at home to
their friends at 2024 N. 11th St.,
Terre Haute.
P. Arvard Smith has taken a
position with the Carbon and
Carbide Corporation at Charleston, West Virginia.
Chester Stock has won a graduate scholarship in Johns Hopkins
University for the year 1933-34
under Dr. Clark of the School of
Hygiene. His work will be in

'32
,32
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plisiology and chemistry. That
makes Rose's Johns Hopkins attendance 100% scholarship men.
Carl W. Scharf of the class of '29
is the other man.
Robert H. Swoboda
plans to do graduate
work at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Membership in the American
Society of Civil Engineers was
awarded to Alfred Blickensderfer
by the Chicago Section of the organization. This is an annual
prize given to a senior at Rose
and other colleges. Alonzo Hammond of the class of '89 is President of the A. S. C. E., and Condron, class of '90, was Chairman
of the Award Committee.

'33

We add to
our Roll of Honor

which perhaps best reflect his
skill include the Y. M. C. A.
Building, Tudor Hall School for
Girls, Potter Fresh Air School,
the Mutual Insurance Building,
Irvington M. E. Church, Meridian Heights Presbyterian
Church, and Broadway M. E.
Church.
Among his various projects in
Terre Haute, he admits responsibility for the design of the Y. W.
C. A. Building, McLean Junior
High School, the new R. P. I.
buildings and several good residences.
Elsewhere in the State, the
Madison State Hospital, the Indiana Village for Epileptics, the
Indiana Reformatory at Pendleton, the high school buildings at
Newcastle, Greensburg and Seymour furnish additional evidence
of his ability.

Herbert Willard
Foltz
ERBERT Willard Foltz
was born in Indianapolis,
February 23, 1867. In
March, 1883, he withdrew
from Shortridge High School and
was admitted as a member of the
first freshman class to enter Rose
Polytechnic Institute. He was
graduated in June, 1886 and
claims the distinction of being
the youngest man ever to receive
the B.S. degree from Rose.
Following his graduation, he
was employed for four years in
the engineering department of
the Illinois Steel Company at
Joliet, leaving this company in
the Fall of 1890 to take a course
in Architecture at the Chicago
Art Institute.
Returning to Indianapolis in
1891, he was employed as an
architectural draftsman in local
offices for a year, and in March,
1892, he began the practice of
architecture alone and for a long
time unnoticed. But Mr. Foltz admits, strange as it may seem, that
he has managed to stick it out
continuously for nearly forty-two
years, the last four years being
the toughest ones.
In addition to the many earlier
residences designed in his office,
the buildings in Indianapolis

H
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During the boom days in Florida, Mr. Foltz maintained a
branch office in Winter Haven in
charge of his son, Howard F.
Foltz, who left Cornell University with high hopes for big business. Since the bursting of the
Florida bubble the son has been
associated with his father as
junior partner in Indianapolis.
Herbert Foltz was married
August 3, 1893, to Clara Louise
Bowen, of Joliet, Illinois. They
have three children: Bertina, now
Mrs. Elliott Smith, and associate
editor of Vogue in New York
Howard Franklin, architect and
Barbara Louise, also of New
York. Mr. Foltz takes great
pride in the accomplishments of
his children.

Professionally, Mr. Foltz is a
Fellow of the American Institute
of Architects, a director of the
Indiana Chapter A. I. A., the Indiana Society of Architects, and
the Architects' Small House Service Bureau of the U. S. He was
a member of the Indianapolis
Board of School Commissioners
1917 to 1920 and served as president of the board for two years,
1918 and 1919. He is a director
of the Indianapolis Art Association, a member of the Citizens
Advisory Committee of the Indianapolis Public Library, and was
for seven years a member of the
Indiana State Board for the
Registration of Professional Engineers.
He is treasurer and a member
of the board of governors of the
Society of Indiana Pioneers and
a member of the Indiana Historical Society. He holds membership in the following clubs: Indianapolis Literary, Century,
University, Players, Portfolio,
and Rotary.
He is a 32nd degree Scottish
Rite Mason, Knight Templar,
Shriner, and member of the First
Presbyterian Church of Indianapolis.
Mr. Foltz likes football, baseball, wrestling and other sports
that are full of vigor and action.
As a young man, he was much interested in bicycling and bicycle
racing. He served as a member of
the Racing Board of the League
of American Wheelmen during
the years 1896, '97 and '98, and
on February 9, 1899, at Providence, R. I., was elected first vicepresident of the League.
And last, but by no means least
among his good qualities, is his
loyalty to Rose Polytechnic Institute and the Alumni Association. During the forty-seven
years since his graduation, he has
missed attending but one Alumni
meeting, and that one because he
was detained in Florida. He represented the Alumni Association
on the Board of Managers for
two terms, was the commencement speaker for the year 1897,
has served the association as
president and vice-president, and
for many years has been and now
is a member of the executive committee.
Page 13
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Research and Progress
John A. Ritter, m., '34
Aviation
One of the outstanding achievements in aviation during the past
year was the record-breaking
solo flight around the world by
Wiley Post. Such a flight proved
an excellent opportunity to test
the usefulness of the various devices installed on the Winnie Mae,
such as the variable-pitch propeller, automatic pilot, and radio
compass.
Through the installation of a
manifold pressure gauge to determine the horsepower output of
the engine at high altitudes it was
possible to check on the performance of the variable-pitch propeller, and it was found that the
air speed could be increased at
high altitudes while the engine's
power output remained constant.
A number of pitch settings were
used and selected to a nicety from
the full range of variations. Also
the problem of take-off with full
load of fuel was materially simplified with this type propeller.
Installation difficulties in the
form of a leaking hose connection
Page 14

in one of the hydraulic lines
rendered the automatic pilot inoperative for the most part in
the first stages of the journey,
but the tube joint was soldered
with silver in Russia and from
that time to the end of the flight
the automatic pilot functioned
perfectly. During the last leg of
the flight complete exhaustion
overcame Post and he found it
necessary to take brief snatches
of sleep. At this time he depended
entirely on the automatic pilot
to guide the ship. He improvised
an alarm consisting of a piece of
string looped around his finger
and attached to the control stick
which would awaken him if the
airplane should encounter rough
weather.
At the present time the full
description of the radio compass
installed on the plane is not available. It was of the homing variety, developed and furnished by
the Army Air Corps. The operation of this radio compass is understood to be similar to the
Kruesi compass, which, when
tuned to any broadcasting station

near the objective, indicates
through a simple visual-type indicator any departure to the right
or left from a direct course to
the broadcasting station.
In every case these devices
proved to be of a distinct help
either in the performance of the
plane or in piloting it. With the
slight faults that appeared during
the flight corrected each should
become established equipment on
the better airplanes and afford
another step in the progress of
flight.

Late Steam Boilers
When first introduced the Benson boiler was used exclusively
to generate steam at the critical
pressure of 3,200 pounds or higher. At such pressures water turns
into steam without boiling, passing quietly from one state to the
other, at the proper point of the
forced-circulation tube generator.
The Benson boiler has just lately come into a striking new stage
of development. Due to proper
modifications the boiler can now
be satisfactorily operated at all
The Rose Technic

engineering. A 3,500 foot well
was drilled for the express purpose of obtaining salt water to
use in the refinery condensers.
The real purpose, although not so
obvious, was to let the heat from
the oil refinery concentrate the
salt water and release commercial
supplies of salt, calcium chloride,
epsom salt, and bromine.
The brine is first pumped from
the well and treated to prevent
corrosion and then sent to the refinery a half mile away where it
performs its cooling function and
in doing so acquires the heat for
its evaporation. The solution becomes heavier and the salt drops
out and accumulates in a concrete, steel-lined pond beneath the
spraying nozzles. Here it is
gathered by conveyors and carried to the washer house. Washing, filtering, and drying take
place here to make a pure snowwhite product.
Returning now to the spray
pond, we pick up the bittern
which is the raw material from
which bromine and calcium chloride are obtained. First, it is
pumped to the bromine tower in
which are located seven Fraudler
glass-lined steel tanks connected
with Pyrex glass pipe. In these
stills the bittern is treated with
chlorine and steamed off and condensed into the well-known heavy,
brown liquid that finds its principal market in the form of ethylene dibromide for use in a wellknown brand of anti-knock motor
fuel.
After the bromine has been extracted from the bittern the calcium chloride is concentrated out,
run over chilling rolls and thus is
obtained in flake form, or else run
into drums where it quickly sets
into solid calcium chloride. The
flakes have a wide use as a dust
preventive in highway construction and coal treatment, while the
Chemical Department
solid form is used principally in
Salt water is commonly used in refrigeration.
the condensers of oil refineries
The magnesium hydroxide, prealong the seaboard because of the cipitated in the brine at the first
unlimited supply of this cold al- step is washed and filtered, then
though corrosive cooling fluid. In treated with sulphuric acid to
1931 the Texas Co. in Oklahoma form crystals of epsom salts.
made one of the outstanding de- Washed and dried, the product
velopments in the chemical field is placed in bags and sold either
during the depression years and to drug houses or to the textile
it stands as a record in chemical and leather industries.

pressures from 1,000 pounds up.
Formerly, where steam pressures
of less than 3,200 pounds were desired for turbine or engine operation, the Benson generator was
still operated at this top pressure
and the steam then passed
through a reducing valve. The
new development eliminates the
waste resulting from the former
feed-pump pressure.
The difficulties formerly observed in flow through forcedcirculation boilers are not caused
by boiling, as was thought, but
by the deposit of salts in the portion of the tube exposed to high
gas temperatures. By a slight
change in the design of the boiler
the zone of salt deposit can be
lifted to a point where the gas
temperatures are low enough and
burnouts will not occur.
It is expected that in the
future the Benson Boiler with
critical pressure will be used
in all cases where large units and
high load factors call for maximum efficiency. In all cases, however, where low turbine pressures
are chosen, the Benson boiler will
be operated at correspondingly
lower pressures. It is claimed
that the under-critical Benson
boiler can replace not only other
tubular boilers, but also drum
boilers.
Based on the newly discovered
possibility of operating safely below the critical pressure, a new
method of boiler turbine operation has been advanced. The proposal is to operate the turbine
with the maximum pressure at
maximum load and let the pressure adjust itself automatically at
partial loads, the boiler output
being adjusted according to the
turbine load. An advantage is the
saving in feed pump work at
times when the higher pressures
are not required.
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New "Rogue's GalleryIS
According to a writer in The
American Journal of Police Science, large "rougue's galleries" of
the important cities of this country are soon to be suppicvnented
with the most modern aid in
criminal apprehension, talking
pictures of all important law
violators. At the present time
the "rogue's gallery" furnishes
the nation's police with very little
—a still-life full-face view, a profile, and a description. At most,
this information is inaccurate and
clumsy giving only generalities
and no details of importance. The
growth of a mustache or beard
is enough to render the photographs practicaly useless.
In many states use of fingerprints is limited and involved
with legal procedure. Moreover,
the identification by finger print
methods calls for experts and if
the criminal is arrested in a small
town on suspicion only, the law
does not permit him to be held
long enough for a complete and
positive identification to be sent
from a large city at any reasonable distance away.
The substitution of a collection
of living, speaking, and moving
representations would leave no
aspect of the prisoner unrecorded.
It will be an incalculable aid to
any police organization and may
aid in the abolishing of some
questionable methods that police
generally deem necessary in establishing their cases and preserving semblances of efficiency.
Presupposing a complete movietone library in existance at the
central criminal bureaus, it is
easy to imagine the possibilities
for the use of film copies in a
nation-wide hunt for any person.
Aside from the instruction of
the police by these films and their
value to witnesses, the movietone could serve as a broadcasting
agency that would greatly arouse
public interest. What hardened
criminal planning to commit a
crime would not think twice of
his chances of detection and
escape when he knows that his
picture may appear, walking and
talking before the eyes of thousands of people scattered throughout the country?
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Campus
Activities
Daniel Overholser, ch, e.,'36

Dormitory Association
The Dormitory Association
held its first meeting of the year
to elect officers for the first
semester. Mr. Hayden Richardson
took charge of the meeting and
called for nominations and the
election was held, the results of
which are as follows: president,
N. C. Blair; vice president, Jack
Newsom; secretary-treasurer,
William Batman ; sargeant-atarms, Richard Stamm. An amendment to the constitution was presented, whereby the terms of
offices would last from midterm
to midterm instead of from the
beginning to the end of one
semester. No further business
was transacted and the meeting
adjourned.
There are forty-two students
in the dormitory this year, an increase over the number there last
year.

Faculty
Rose sympathizes with Mr.
Mann, whose father passed away
in Columbus, Ohio, in September.
There are few changes in the
faculty this year. Mr. Gantz has
gone to Martinsville, where he is
teaching in the high school and
helping in the organization of a
junior college there. Lieutenant
Sullivan, who is recovering from
a nervous breakdown in the
Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, will not be back this year.
In his place comes one of the
members of his class at West
Point, First Lieutenant Richard
Garges. Lieutenant Garges rePage 16

that is, each adviser wil carry
his section through to its graduation, and then he will return to a
section in the sophomore class.
These appointments are as follows: Chemical department: senceived his B. S. in civil engineer- iors, Doctor White ; juniors, Professor Child ; sophomores, Mr.
ing at Cornell.
Professor Child has recently Mann. Civil department: senreturned from Chicago, where he iors, Professor McCormick ; junattended the American Chemical iors, Professor Hutchins; sophomores, Mr. Chinn. Electrical deSociety meeting.
Two members of the faculty re- partment: seniors, Professor
ceived degrees this summer. Mr. Knipmeyer; juniors, Mr.
Mann, who has been taking post- Moench ; sophomores, Mr. Huntgraduate work at Ohio State dur- er. Mechanical department: sening the three past summers, re- iors, Professor Wischmeyer ; junceived his M.S. there this sum- iors, Doctor Howlett; sophomer. He expects to continue his mores, Mr. Gray.
work there with the hope of receiving his Ph.D. Mr. Bloxsome World's Fair
finished his M.A. at the UniverThroughout registration day
sity of Chicago this summer. Mr. one of the common sources of
Moench and Mr. Chinn are work- conversation was that of A Cening for degrees, but they have tury of Progress. Because of the
not finished their work yet. Mr. fact that this exposition has much
Hoel received his degree of Ph.D. to offer to the engineer, there has
from Minnesota last March.
been made a careful survey of
Professor McCormick, head of the Rose student body to find
the civil engineering department, what percent of our men attended
was selected last winter as a the fair. The result of this survey
member of the A. S. C. E. com- shows that sixty-two percent of
mittee on student chapters. In this year's enrollment attended
June he was put in charge of the the fair. Practically all of the
entire Northern district which members of the faculty attended
comprises the states of Ohio, the fair.
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, MisSome new equipment has been
souri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minne- added to the various departments
sota, South Dakota, and western during the summer vacation. A
Pennsylvania. This is quite an converter for changing starch to
honorable appointment, as there glucose, which was constructed
are only four such districts in the by Paul Dierdorf and Kyle Miller
United States.
as a thesis problem has been inThis year the freshman class stalled in the industrial laboraadvisers are Professor Bloxsome, tory. Another thesis, a load rheoDoctor Hoel, Doctor Sousley, and stat for tests on the main genProfessor Stock. In the sopho- erator in the boiler room, demore, junior, and senior classes signed and built by Wilton Brown
an adviser has been appointed to and Floyd Wilson of the class of
each department of each class. 1933, will soon be in use. The
(Continued ow Page 22)
These appointments are final ;
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Fraternities
Alpha Chi Sigma
Iota chapter is
pleased to announce that the
Supreme Council
has appointed it
as one of the host
chapters for the
1934 Conclave.
The conclave will be held at
Bloomington, Indiana, June 1216, 1934. Epsilon (Indiana University), Iota (Rose Polytechnic), and Indianapolis Professional were chosen as host chapters. Inasmuch as there are some
sixty-two chapters to be entertained, this is quite an honor. Mr.
Toner and Mr. P. R. Smith have
been appointed to the General
Planning committee which will
supervise all activities.
The freshman chemists were
honor guests at a departmental
party held in the chemistry laboratory September 22. Tony Blake
of the class of '31 spoke on sugar
refining. In addition to the students and faculty several professional men attended this meeting.

•
161'1 1
three men by graduation and has
the largest chapter on the campus.

Theta Kappa Nu

Indiana Gamma takes the
greatest pleasure
in
announcing
the initiation of
the following men
on September 24, Richard Metz,
Charles Evinger, Walter Luken,
Raymond Harrod, and John
Whitesell. The initiation banquet, which the Mother's Club
prepared, was attended by all the
Alpha Tau Omega
actives, pledges, and several of
Gamma Gamma the alumni.
We have been honored for the
extends a hearty
welcome to the past week by the presence of O.
freshmen
a n d B. Locklear, traveling secretary
other new stu- for the national fraternity.
Among other recent visitors were
dents.
The first open Leroy Wilson and Doc Warren.
house was held Saturday, September 23. Professor and Mrs. Hut- Blue Key
chins, and Mr. and Mrs. George
As evidence that
Hadley were the chaperones.
Blue Key is primarily
Four members of Gamma Gama service organizama were initiated to the Blue Key
tion interested in
last Spring: Harry McGurk, Jack
fostering school spirH. Foulkes, James G. Brown, and
it and not solely an
Frank Mansur all of the class of
honorary society, the
'34. James Brown is also a
Rose Polytechnic
member of Tau Beta Pi.
chapter of the fraLaughlin, Maehling, Lyon, Hufternity took charge
ford, Campbell, Cushman, James, of the program at the Freshman
and Eyke are on the football Smoker on Freshman Day. Varisquad. Hufford and Campbell are ous members of the chapter deletter men from last year's squad. scribed briefly the purposes and
Gamma Gamma anticipates a functions of the student activivery good year as it lost only ties in which they are interested,
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while Mr. Clyde Bennett, director
of the Glee Club, did the honors
for that organization. President
Prentice delivered a short address, and Howard Stadermann
showed some movies of school
life and of the Century of Progress Exposition. The Institute
furnished refreshments at the
conclusion of the evening's program.
This smoker is to be an annual
event, the purpose of which is to
better acquaint the students not
only with one another but with
student activities.

Tau Beta Pi
Indiana Beta
chapter of Tau Beta
Pi was represented
at the national convention of t'ne fraternity in Chicago
Oct. 12, 13 and 14,
by Richard K. Toner, ch.e., '34, corresponding secretary
of the chapter.
In keeping with its policy of
recognizing scholastic merit in
the engineering curriculum, Tau
Beta Pi is offering an engineering
handbook, as a reward to that
student in the upper third of his
class who during the first term
of the sophomore year makes the
greatest improvement in his
(cumulative ?) average over the
preceding term. This award
doubtless will be made after the
close of the term at a general assembly of the Institute.
(Continued on Page 22)
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SPORTS
Harry H. Richardson, m.,'35
WENTY-EIGHT men reported in suit for the first
practice on Friday morning, September 8, a record
breaking number. From this date
on, two sessions daily were in
order until school started in the
middle of the following week.
During the first week or so
Coach Brown dished out a good
deal of fundamentals and a number of basic plays, along with
constant conditioning work. As a
whole the squad seems to look
pretty good. A good bit of promising material is in evidence, but
the squad is sadly lacking in experience. Captain Landenberger
at center and Harry Richardson
at tackle are the only men that
have had any real experience.
However, Hufford, Campbell, and
Forte, all backfield men, have
made letters and are expected to
carry much of the ball-toting
burden.
At the ends Rose is up a tree.
Last year there were four of the
best ends in the state in Gillett,
DeWitt, Hylton, and Bradfield.
None of these men is back at
school this fall, and Laughlin is
the only man on the present squad
that saw any service at an end
position last fall. Coach Brown
has plenty of material in Yates,
Wodicka, Cushman, West, and
Hess; but experience, a valuable
asset, is not in evidence. Yates
and Laughlin are the leading
candidates up to date with Wod-

T
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icka and West running them a
close race.
Richardson is the leading contender for a tackle position in
view of his experience. However,
Terhorst, who has improved
greatly over last year, and Newsom and Leitzman, who have had
some experience, are expected to
do a lot this fall. Raynes, a freshman this year, seems to have
great possibilities as a tackle, but
he will have to have more experience before he can be counted
upon to do a great deal.
Cavanaugh, Maehling, Lyons,
Eyke, and James are fighting it
out for the two guard positions.
Cavanaugh made a letter as reserve center last year and has
been moved to guard because of
his experience and the abundance
of center material. Maehling and
Eyke were both on last year's
squad, and it looks as though they
will be in there this year. Lyons,
although he has not played much
football, is coming along great.
Captain Landenberger is a
cinch to hold down the center
position. Landenberger always

Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 6
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4
Nov. 10

Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

was a great defensive player, and
this year he has improved his
offensive playing to a high degree.
Tucker and Colburn are both
showing up fairly well as centers
and are getting some experience
which will help them considerably
for next year.
Campbell, Forte, Tait, Sentman, Presnell, and Newman are
the candidates for the halfback
posts. Campbell and Forte both
made letters last year, and a
great deal is expected of them
this year. Sentman was on the
squad last year and is showing up
fairly well this year. Tait, Presnell, and Newman are newcomers
to Rose football. Of these three,
Tait seems to show the greatest
possibilities.
Cauley and Fox are battling
for the fullback position. Cauley
has a slight edge because of the
fact that he saw some service last
year. However, Fox, who carries
more weight, has shown great
ability to back up a line and has
a lot of drive.
Hufford and Bard will be this
season's signal-barkers. Hufford
made a letter at full last year and
has been shifted because of his
experience. Bard is a newcomer,
but he has shown a good deal of
ability and is expected to go far.
Both men will have a tough assignment because of their lack
of experience at signal calling
and field generalship.

Oakland City
Hanover
Gary (night game)
Wabash
Evansville
Franklin
Earlham
Normal (night game)

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Rose
Rose
Gary
Crawfordsville
Evansville
Franklin
Earlham
Terre Haute
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The Electrical Household
Frank Mansur, e., '34
LONG with the innumerable malicious effects of
that too well known depression are a few that are
far from undesirable. The intense
effort of the power companies to
maintain their business and the
affiliated efforts of the electrical
manufacturing companies to keep
their sales up have produced
many highly improved or new devices for use in the household.
In fact, the development has been
so great that there is now an efficient device for performing nearly every one of the domestic tasks
except caring for the baby and
even that has been simplified by
divers accessories.
To further encourage the use of
these items, the
progressive power
companies have developed sliding
scales of rates so
that the cost of
the power to use
these articles is
ver y reasonable.
One of the outstanding obstacles
that is very prominent in Indiana as
well as many other
states is that the
rural power companies charge almost prohibitive rates for electricity, whereas the rural communities are the most fertile
territory for the sale of electrical
equipment because of the lack of
competitive services, such as gas.
The modern housewife, whether rural or urban, can no longer
be called a household slave. She
has been freed from those many
drudgeries by a mighty and versatile servant. Not only have her
hours of toil been shortened but
those hours have been made more
pleasant. The modern electrical
kitchen is not a hot and smelly
room as was the old fashioned
kitchen. It is as cool and comfortable as any room in the house.

A
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The blue Monday of wash day is
no longer blue. An hour or two
with the electric washer to do
the hard work and the washing
is on the line, cleaner and whiter
than ever before. When it comes
to ironing, the mangle and the
automatic iron take the hardest
part out of this task. The vacuum
cleaner quickly and easily picks
up the dirt and the house is given
the finishing touches with the
numerous attachments for the
electric cleaner.
Since the lady of the house now
has more time, she will naturally
be doing quite a bit of entertaining. The electric refrigerator en-

A few modern electrical appliances

ables her to prepare tasty and attractive delicacies and the air
conditioner keeps the house comfortable and in a healthy condition. The electric stove cooks the
evening meal for her while she is
entertaining and does a good job
of it, too.
There are so many devices on
the market today that it would be
almost impossible to enumerate
all of them but here is a partial
list of the more important ones:
telephone, stove, ironer, washer,
dish-washer, toaster, sandwich
toaster, waffle iron, refrigerator,
vacuum cleaner, clock, air conditioner, radio, phonograph, mixing machine with attachments,
and many more items of more or

less special type.
The cost of the operation of
all of these items is, contrary to
the general opinion, not at all excessive. In fact, if it is taken
into consideration that the use of
these devices eliminates many
other bills, such as gas and ice,
it is found that an actual saving
is made by the use of electrical
devices in preference to almost
any other method.
From calculations and estimates based on the present scale
of charges in Terre Haute, the
electricity bill for a completely
equipped household for the average family should be about $8.00
a month. In the
m or e temperate
climates, electricity is being used
for heating the
house and has been
very successful.
This comparatively new field of
electrical service is
growing very rapidly and with the
proper cooperation
from the public
service companies
it should be but a
few years until the
complete electrical
household is the usual rather
than the unusual. In fact,
some authorities have predicted
that the use of these many electrical contrivances in the household will materially reduce the
number of divorces that result
from late meals because of bridge
parties, etc., to say nothing of
the encouragement the electric
dishwasher will give to those
girls who dread marriage because
of domestic duties. In the house
of the business woman, these devices will be a godsend.
It seems that there is no field
which the engineer cannot enter.
Few persons can conceive an engineer in the kitchen, yet it should
(Continued on Page 23)
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A

Century of Progress

•

(Continued from Page 9)

exhibitions there. Less industrial
perhaps but none the less a part
of our picture of advancement are
the homes of today, and the agriculture and dairy exhibits.
Everywhere the effort has been
made to show conditions as they
exist today, not after a single
century, but after thousands of
years of progress, although the
last century is more important
than all the hundreds of years
that preceded it.
The question now to be considered is that of value to the
spectator. To the intelligent person, the scientific exhibits are of
more than passing interest. But
it is to be feared that for the
masses the midway and less important advertising exhibits beckoned more alluringly than the
Hall of Science. This is a point
worthy of Rose men's attention.
As the Rose Show is a miniature
Hall of Science, is it of intellectual interest to visitors, or does
its interest lie solely in its novelties? Can the highly specialized
forms of science be presented successfully to the uninitiated, or is
the knowledge and its use restricted to a limited few ? If the
latter is true, the engineer must

accept, whether
he wants to or
not, the responsibility for the
advancement of
humanity. Perhaps to him must
pass the torch of
government and
philosophy. The
Governmental and
Religious buildings decidedly
show what is generally know n,
that political science has failed to
advance with science and as a result some of our
Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
present theories
of government
The spectacular lighting in the court of the Electrical Building
are as obsolete
in our life today
as the horse and buggy. Some that by which man has advanced,
religious organizations have, it is capable of a worthwhile philis true, made a conscious effort osophy of its own. A contemplato advance, but the lack of tion of a century of progress as
a sufficient growth in religious it is represented at the Chicago
views in contrast with the in- exposition might well lead a percreases in scientific thought has son to agree with the theologian
no doubt reacted unfavorably to who remarked that while science
the church but not necessarily did not invalidate religion it did
harmfully to the scientific stu- make it less necessary.
Clearly the exposition is in
dent. The mind that is great
enough to comprehend and create
(Continued on Page 23)
Cut Courtesy of General Electric Co.

The Lagoon at the Exposition
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The Interfraternity Council

Announces
through Courtesy .?/' the Rose Technic

The Interfraternity Dance
to be given
at the Trianon Ballroom

Saturday Evening, October 28

Music hy

Percy Carson's Orchestra
Everyone Welcome

Admission $1.00, plus tax

October, 1933

9:00 tO 1:30
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Campus Activities
(Continued from Page 16)

ROSE
POLYTECHNIC
STUDENTS

Mechanical department is getting
25 kw. Westinghouse turban
generator.

A. I. E. E.
Who Like to Save Money
Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties,

Underwear and

Other Furnishings in Our
MEN'S SHOP!

VOI DO 01111 PART

1st Floor—West Entrance

THE ROOT
STORE

This organization, composed of
the junior and senior electrical
students, is one of the most prominent professional organizations
on the campus. It promises to
be more prominent than usual
this year as the Rose chapter is
to be the host for a triangular
meeting between the chapters at
Purdue, University of Illinois,
and Rose. This meeting will
bring about 300 engineering students to Terre Haute to be entertained by the A. I. E. E. and the
school. It is the tenative plan to
entertain these guests at the Rose
Show. However, no definite action has been taken yet. Frank
Mansur is the chairman and
Henry Fick is secretary-treasurer.

Camera Club

DRINK

Delicious
and
Refreshing

•

The Camera Club should be one
of the outstanding activities on
the campus this year. An effort
is to be made to develop interest in amateur movies among
the students. This is a new field
to most club members and a very
interesting one. Contests for the
best pictures will be held throughout the year that will give the
members a chance to show what
their skill with the camera can
produce. The Rose Campus offers
many wonderful opportunities
for fine pictures. The darkroom
facilities make it possible to produce the best quality pictures at
NEHF'S HARDWARE 8z
ELECTRICAL SHOPPE
30-32 North 6th Street
C-2394

Terre Haute, Ind.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING
COMPANY

FISCHER'S

924 Lafayette Avenue

329 Ohio St. - 901-3 Wabash Ave.
in Terre Haute
14 West National - Brazil

Auto Supply Stores
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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a very low cost. A good enlarging
camera offers even further attraction to those students who
are really interested in photography. It is hard to find a club
that can offer any more facilities
and privileges than our.

Fraternities
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon of
Sigma Nu is looking forward to
another prosperous year. Men of
Sigma Nu have
always been
prominent upon the Rose campus,
and the activities of Sigma Nus
this year we hope will increase
their prestige.
At the present time Sigma Nu
leads the Rose campus in scholarship, and it is our intention to
remain in this position.
As usual, Sigma Nu is well
represented upon the football
gridiron. Captain Jack Landenberger, Harry Richardson, Hayden Richardson, Al Yates, Deforest Colburn, and Byrne Terhorst are among those who are
practicing every night after
school.
This summer William Belstrom
and Earle Butler attended the
Sigma Nu Fraternity Convention
at Mackinac Island. Both men
enjoyed themselves thoroughly
and brought back a number of
ideas that will tend to make this
chapter of Sigma Nu better than
ever.

Theta Xi
The opening of
the school year
again brought together the members of the Kappa chapter of
Theta Xi. All the
brothers returned
to school except brother John
Hartmann who is enrolled at
Carnegie Tech. and brother Don
Troll who is attending the University of Illinois.
The night of Sept. 22 the Theta
Xi club of Terre Haute gave a
party at the chapter house and
The Rose Technic

had as their guests Prof. and
Mrs. Gray, and the members and
pledges of the active chapter.
Dancing and refreshments were
enjoyed during the evening.
The brothers who were away
during the summer were pleasantly surprised on their return
to find that the house had been
redecorated inside and out during
their absence.

A Century of Progress
(Continued from Page 20)

honor of the scientist and the
engineer. The one delving into
the mysteries of nature to extract a drop of truth, the latter
shaping this drop into service for
mankind.
As a record of achievement,
progress, and present day conditions A Century of Progress is
probably unequalled. Other fairs
The Electrical Household
and expositions were probably of
(Continued from Page 19)
greater interest to the average
visitor, but the intelligent man
the
use
if
be a good field for him
of electric devices in the house- will find much here upon which
to ponder. The engineering stuhold increases.
A very good example of this dents will enjoy it more than any
realy up-to-date and ultra modern other class of visitors. A hundred
kitchen is on display at the years from now should this kind
World's Fair and has created a of exposition be staged what will
great deal of very favorable com- it be like? The present one can
ment from the male visitors as not foretell but it does indicate.
well as the women. It may be
just a matter of time until the Neutrons
housewife will be a competent
For the past fifteen years, scielectrician. However, the fine de- entists have been speculating on
gree of perfection of most of the the existence of a neutral particle
electrical equipment is such that that might play an important
they are almost foolproof and do part in the structure of matter.
not require any mechanical or Chief in the proponents of such a
electrical ability to operate them. theory were Drs. R. M. Langer
It may be, though, that the elec- and N. Rosen of Massachusetts
trician will be taking the place Institute of Technology who offof the iceman.
ered as an attractive speculation,
a particle made up of a combination of one electron and one proThis article is not of a technical ton. Dr. W. Pauli of the Institute
nature yet it is of particular in- of Technology of Zurich, Switzerterest to engineers because it land, also suggested the remarkdeals with an undeveloped field able usefulness of such a particle
and its development will be for the explanation of some hybrought about only through the perfine structure in the line speccooperation of the architectural tra of elements. He went further,
engineers with the power manu- however, to say that it was doubtfacturing engineers. Nearly every ful if any means could be devised
issue of such magazines as "Elec- for the absolute proof of the extrical World", "Electrical Engi- istence of such a particle.
neer" and "Power Engineering"
for the last few months has car"A Complete Sport Shop"
ried articles pertinent to this subHARRY WHITLOCK
ject. It is an interesting field to
SPORT SHOP
study.
Agent for A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Author's Note

He who moves not forward goes
backward.—Goethe.

HEINL'S
can take good

We

care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.

October, 1 9 3 3

Special prices to Teams
Phone C-5l2l
12 North 6th St.

ALK
OVER

SHOES
For Men Represent the
Best There is in Shoe
Making and the Price is
Right in Every Instance.

•
CHENEY'S

Walk Over
Boot Shop
659

Wabash Avenue

The Management
of the

MIAMI
GARDENS
wishes to thank all Rose
men for their past patronage
and hopes to serve them
again this season.

Delicious Sandwiches
Soft Drinks - Dancing
Phone Seely 2837 for
Special Parties or Dinners

BOWLES & STAFFORD
"REBUILDERS OF SHOES"

Free Delivery to Dormitory
108 North Seventh St.

Call C-1654

SIX MILES EAST OF
R. P. I. ON U. S. 40
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Power
Losses
Edited by
Nelson B. Trusler, e., '35
Sec. R. A.: "Why, my wife
Brutus steps forth, the crowd
steps fifth, Caesar produces a bakes them ; she calls them cup
cakes."
spoon, and the crowd stirs.
—Qst.
Brutus: "How many eggs did
"Dot hat iss nize fit, aint it?" you eat this morning, Caesar?"
Caesar:"Et tu Brute."
"Yes. But suppose my ears get
Isadore Skinnem, a law stuCurtain.
tired."
dent, thinks a brief case is one
—Modulus. with only twelve bottles in it.
—Frisco Employes Magazine.
"Paw, what is a bicuspid?"
"A bicuspid my boy is a double
barreled spittoon."

WHO SAID THEY DID?
That is a government revenue
cutter.
I had no idea they did it with
boat.
a
—The Elevator Constructor.
TREES CLOSE To HIGHWAYS
I think that I shall never see,
Along the road an unscraped tree.
With bark intact, and painted
white,
That no car ever hit at night.

Where you going, Mister?
I'm going fishing.
Got worms?
Yes, but I'm going anyway.
Engineer: "How did you find
things over in India?"
Fireman: "Fine and Ghandi."
An owl isn't really wise ; he
just keeps his mouth shut and
looks knowing.

Ever study a blotter?
No, sir.
You ought to try it, very absorbing.
—Little Tiger.
Then there was the song of the
unemployed fish vender:
Barracuda spare a dime?

BITS OF WIT
Collegians are now using the
JUST AN OLD SAYING
European style of debt paying,
Watch your fingers, men.
nothing down and the balance
For every tree that's near the
cancelled.
C. E.: "What makes you think
road
She was only a professor's
Has caused some auto to be towed. my head is made of cork ?"
daughter, but she couldn't help it.
E. E.: "It always seems to be
His best friend wouldn't tell
lot
a
at
the neck of a bottle."
done
Sideswiping trees is
him—so he flunked the course.
By drivers who are not so hot.
The hatless collegiate strengthThen there was the sweet ens the theory that where there
God gave them eyes so they could young thing who thought a bat- is no sense there is no feeling.
tery charger was a war horse.
see
The water in our milk is fine:
Yet any fool can hit a tree.
it's thrown in for good measure.
—Judge.
Freshman: "How does Mabel
kiss?"
"My father came to this coun
Soph.: "Did you ever try to
Visitor, being shown around
with only a dime in his
try
the fraternity house: "And this play a tuba?"
pocket."
—College Life.
is the lodge room ?"
"Why, I thought your father
Marks: "Well, it is rathah
a rich man in the old counwas
Waiter:"And how did you find
lodge, but the one next to it is
?"
try
your steak, sir ?"
much lodgah.
"He was, but he met a blonde
Dorm. Res.: "Oh, I just moved
the way over."
on
JUST LISTEN To LITTLE WILLIAM my potato, and there it was!"
TELL
This world is neither round nor
Radio Amateur: "Bill, where
Caesar lies on his back in the
it's crooked.
square,
standoff
swell
foreground. A crowd has gath- did you get those
—Ohio State Sun Dial.
ered with Brutus as leader. insulators?"
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Recent Innovations in Highway Construction ancl
Traffic Control
(Continued from Page 6)

velopment when it is taken into
consideration that with the old
highway, it was not possible without a great deal of trouble to sort
out 3500 cars in a day from a
peak traffic of 18,000 without an
attendant loss of speed and increased hazard of accidents.

Flashing Type Traffic Signals
Columbus, 0 h i o, recently
adopted a new traffic light system. The new system is a twocolor, flashing type of light which,
in conception, goes back to the
age-old principle that a flash is a
more efficient indication of danger than a steady light. Ships of
sea and air are warned of the
perils of navigation by the flashes
of lighthouses or beacons. The
great railroads, ever alert to increase the safety of their operation, have instaled flashing lights
at intersections to indicate the
approach of a train. And there
are many other examples. It is
then logical that signals for controlling traffic upon the streets
of the cities and the highways of
the countryside should likewise be
of the flashing type when they
are to indicate danger. In traffic
control, it has been determined
that one of the most dangerous
moments is when the directional
flow of traffic is to be changed.
In operation, this flashing red,
two-color system, provides a positive stop signal by flashing three
times immediately before the
termination of the green indication. Following the three distinct
stop flashes, the light changes to a
steadily burning red.
Pre-starting, one of the bugbears of the old three-color system, is eliminated by the signal
changing directly from red to
green with no previous indication
to the stopped traffic that the
change would be made. On the
other hand, over-running the
lights, by "taking a chance on the
amber", is utterly prevented, as
few motorists would even consider deliberately disobeying the
October, 1933

red flashes. Red, as the universal
color of danger, has a much
greater psychological effect than
the amber, which, at its best, is
considered simply a warning.
Credit:
Braided Crossing for Express
Highway, by Allen P. Child, The
Highway Magazine, February,
1933.
Columbus Adopts New Traffic
Signals, by J. Robert Guthrie,
The Highway Magazine, April,
1933.
The Cooperative Engineer June,
1933.

Year Books
Annuals
Programs
Broadsides
Streamers

VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
C-1344

815 Ohio St.

P. M. WHITE
COMMERCIAL ARTIST

140 N. 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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M. HOOD. ROSE '93
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Moore-Langen
PRINTING
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1 40 No. 6th Street

1001 HUME-MANSUR BUILDING

Terre Haute, Indiana
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Moclern Electrical
Developments
(Continued from Page 7)

exhaust mercury was then transferred to water to form steam at
a temperature of 435° F and
pressure of 350 lbs. per sq. inch.
This steam was then used in a
turbine, the steam expanding to
the condenser exhaust pressure.
Some few changes have been
made recently. The furnace now
burns oil instead of powdered
coal, and the steam is generated
at a pressure of 425 lbs. per sq. in.
gage. As for the relative economy
of mercury-steam and steam installations; the mercury-steam installation has an approximate
first cost of about $75 per kilowatt of capacity; steam installations, under favorable conditions,
cost from $60 to $80 per kilowatt
of capacity.
Notable advances have been
made in the study of lightning
and its effects. In the G. E. laboratories this study has been
facilitated by the construction of
a 10,000,000 volt lightning-gener-

ator. The voltages produced are,
on the average, higher than most
voltages which occur on transmission lines as a result of natural lightning. This generator has
been used in the measurement of
direct stroke effects on transmission lines and connected apparatus. It has also been used to
study the characteristics of other
apparatus such as transformers, line insulators, lightning arresters, oil circuit-breakers, and
similar appliances, under duplication of the worst possible conditions actually encountered in
practice. By the use of the lightning-generator much valuable design data on dielectrics and
various protective gaps have been
obtained. One very useful application has been in the development of the expulsion protectivegap. It consists essentially of a
gap located in a fiber tube which
has openings so provided that the
gases caused by any arc across
the gap are violently expelled.
This has the very desirable effect
of quenching any power-arc almost immediately. The expulsion

protective-gap is generally connected in parallel with insulatorstring, so that the lightning discharge and the resulting arc are
transferred to the tube. These
gaps are being used on 132,000
volt lines and some 220,000 volt
lines.
The "Thyrite" lightning arrester is a fairly recent development.
The material used, known as
"Thyrite", has the somewhat
unique characterisitc of changing
automatically from an insulator
to an excellent conductor, on an
increase in applied voltage. It is
a ceramic compound-50 per cent
stronger than granite. The characteristics of the material are
ideal for a lightning arrester element.
It would be almost impossible
to list all the developments which
have occurred in the electrical industry in the past few years. An
attempt has been made to list a
few of the important ones. There
is considerable room for doubt
as to whether there are still more
important developments which
have not been included.
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Industrial Progress
DEMANDS TECHNICALLY TRAINED MEN FOR LEADERS. THE STUDENTS OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS MUST
PREPARE TO ASSUME THIS RESPONSIBILITY.

The Rose Technic

G-E Campus News
gery. The signature shows true wave shapes and
phase relations. And, best of all, the PM-13 is
permanently connected in the circuit and runs by
itself.
BEMOTORED BEHEMOTHS
The same sun which never sets on an unshaved
Englishman's chin likewise never finishes its daily
round without seeing electric motors put to some
new use.
In the Sinclair Refining Company's exhibit at
"A Century of Progress," you can see five prehistoric monsters. Largest is a Brontosaurus, 70 ft.
long and 22 ft. high, with a steel skeleton and welded
joints, posing on a mountain. Little motors operate
his eyelids, head, neck, mouth, breathing apparatus,
and tail. A motorized Tyrannosaurus rocks back
and forth, blinking and running out his tongue. A
30-foot Triceratops lunges forward; a Stegosaurus
waves his fins; and a Duck-billed Dinosaur sits in a
lake and churns water with his tail.
Interviewed recently, and speaking for the group,
Brontosaurus shrewdly winked an eye and recommended G-E motors, on the basis of his 80 million
years of experience.

WATCHDOG
Like Malone of the Motmted, old PM-13 always
gets its man.
When the storm king rides roughshod along
transmission lines, this new G-E automatic oscillograph waits to see the whites of his eyes. Then it
starts recording within a half cycle (of a 60-cycle
wave), a speed made possible by a special little
mirror with a movement all its own. On a single roll
of the sensitized paper, PM-13 can handle as many
as a hundred oscillograms of chance transients and
surges, and they can tread right on one another's
heels or follow months apart.
When power surges sign their names, it's no for-

Incidentally, Claude Hathaway, a U. of Colorado
graduate in 1927, is largely responsible for this new
development.
AYS FA k
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THERMOCOUPLE TAVERN
We take you now to our new indoor weather
laboratory.
General Electric has "commandeered" this tearoom house in Schenectady and dedicated it to
improving the air we breathe. Two G-E engineers
—Elliott Harrington, Beloit College, '16, and
Leon Mears, U. of Minnesota, '30, live there and
conduct tests. Air conditioning (temperature control, humidity regulation, air cleansing, air circulation) flourishes. There is automatic oil heating;
there are extensive air ducts in the walls, in the
floors; room coolers; combination units to deliver
air either heated or cooled; filtering, humidifying,
and circulating devices. Air currents can be produced—vertical or horizontal. To help summer
cooling, a ventilator exhausts air from the attic.
With thermocouples located in nearly a hundred
places, temperature readings are taken at one point
by means of a telephone-relay system.
This residence was one of the proving grounds
for the G-E oil furnace. Now it develops design.
principles for air-conditioning equipment.
R
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